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IAK and IAMO assigned with implementation of the 2nd project stage of the Ger-
man-Sino Agricultural Center (DCZ) 

Halle (Saale) 1 March 2018 - IAK Agrar Consulting GmbH and the Leibniz Institute of Agricul-
tural Development in Transition Economies (IAMO) have been given the go ahead for their con-
cept to realise the second project stage of the German-Sino Agricultural Center (DCZ).  

The DCZ is a joint initiative of the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL) and the Chi-
nese Ministry of Agriculture (MoA). The project is being implemented in the scope of the bilateral 
co-operation programme (BKP) of the BMEL. General contractor of the BMEL for the BKP is GFA 
Consulting Group GmbH. The DCZ has been the central contact and information point since 2015, 
co-ordinating the co-operation between the two countries in the agricultural and food sector. The 
goal of the DCZ is to intensify political and economic relations and promote scientific co-operation 
and interaction between experts. In the forthcoming second stage of realisation the IAK and IAMO 
are set to further expand individual project components. These include agricultural policy dia-
logue, agricultural and food industry dialogue and scientific dialogue, including the establishment 
of a science and technology platform. These focal points are accompanied by comprehensive pub-
lic relations work, networking activities, workshops and conferences. The second project stage is 
due to begin in April 2018 and will be realised on the part of the IAMO by IAMO Director Thomas 
Glauben and the Head of the IAMO China Group, Lena Kuhn. “With the China International Re-
search Group our institute has a unique team of experts with the best contacts to Chinese re-
search establishments. We are convinced that together with IAK Agrar Consulting and its exten-
sive experience and excellent expertise in the implementation of international dialogue projects 
we will be able to successfully realise the second stage of the DCZ,” says Glauben.   

China International Research Group at the IAMO 

The China International Research Group at the IAMO has been supporting the transformation 
processes of the Chinese agricultural and food sector with its research work since 2008. 25 re-
searchers at the IAMO and partner organisations are dedicated to issues regarding the sustainable 
use of land and water, the forming of policy concerning land markets and social security as well as 
the organisation and efficiency of agricultural markets and value chains in the food sector.  


